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!!    measurements ofmeasurements of  !!(e(e++ee--""##++##--(($$))))  andand evaluation of  evaluation of aaµµ
## ## 

!!    %% meson electromagnetic processes:  meson electromagnetic processes: %%""ee++ee--ee++ee--(($$)) and  and $$&&$$&&""%%

!!    searches for exotic phenomena with the searches for exotic phenomena with the %% meson: the U boson meson: the U boson
in in ''"%"%UU  and test of the box anomaly with and test of the box anomaly with %%""##++##--$$
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measurement of !(e+e-"#+#-) and
contribution to aµ with

d!(e+e-"#+#-$)/d!(e+e-"µ+µ-$):
comparison with past KLOE measurements
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!(e+e-"hadrons) with Initial State Radiation

##++##((  accountsaccounts

for for 70% of  a70% of  aµµ
hadhad

and 60% of and 60% of ))aaµµ
hadhad

at DAat DA**NE,NE,

with fixed with fixed ++ss

irreducible backgrounds freeirreducible backgrounds free

Two different selectionsTwo different selections::

##++##(( threshold accessed threshold accessed
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The ratio d!(e+e-"#+#-$)/d!(e+e-"µ+µ-$)

past results based on the H function, provided with 0.5% error " alternative:

|F#|2 from the bin-by-bin ratio of pion over muon yields

radiator function H, vacuum polarization corrections and
- with the same data sample - luminosity cancel cancel outout

 3.1 , 106 ##$ events
 0.9 , 106 µµ$ events

µµ$ selection

with Photon

at Small Angle,

same as the ##$ in

PLB670(2009)285PLB670(2009)285

MM22 (GeV (GeV22))

from 239.2 pb-1
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Measurement of d!(e+e-"µ+µ-$)

the challenge is ##$/µµ$ separation with ~ 1%
accuracy, not trivial in the in the !!  region region ""##$ ##$ //""µµ$µµ$  ~ 10 ~ 10 

# vs.µ accomplished at the event selection level

##$ µµ$ 

Mtrk[MeV]

datadata
##$, µµ$##$, µµ$
##$+µµ$##$+µµ$

! selection checked against 2 other
different methods (kinematic fit, tighter
cuts on the quality of the charged tracks)

! trigger, tracking and PID efficiencies
evaluated on control samples from from datadata

! PID (#,µ vs. e   and # vs. µ) based on    
calorimeter information

# vs. µ accomplished per single track:

crucial for single track efficiency on data
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Test of the ISR method with µ+µ-$ events
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MMµµµµ
22 (GeV (GeV22))

consistency check of the H
radiator function (PHOKHARA)

and luminosity measurement

MC PHOKHARA: µµ$ @ NLO, EPJC39(2005)411
 data
 MC

data
MC
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This work vs. PLB670(2009)285

this work this work agrees with agrees with PLB670(2009)285PLB670(2009)285

and and halves halves the the theory correlated theory correlated errorerror

PLB670(2009)285PLB670(2009)285              this workthis work

••  PLB670(2009)285PLB670(2009)285

••  this workthis work

PLB670(2009)285:PLB670(2009)285:    aaµµ
####(0.35-0.95 GeV(0.35-0.95 GeV22) = (387.2 ) = (387.2 ± 0.5± 0.5statstat ± 2.4 ± 2.4systsyst ± 2.3 ± 2.3thth) ) ,, 10 10-10-10

        this workthis work: :                     aaµµ
####(0.35-0.95 GeV(0.35-0.95 GeV22) = (384.1 ) = (384.1 ± 1.2± 1.2statstat ± 4.0 ± 4.0systsyst ± 1.2 ± 1.2thth) ) ,, 10 10-10-10
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This work vs. PLB700(2011)102

MM####
22 (GeV (GeV22))

|F#|2

fractional differencefractional difference

PLB606PLB606

PLB670PLB670

PLB700PLB700

this talkthis talk

PLB700(2011)PLB700(2011)

  this workthis work
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% meson: electromagnetic
and exotic dynamics
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Observation of the %"e+e-e+e-  decay

accepted by accepted by PLB [PLB [arXivarXiv: 1105.6067]: 1105.6067]
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Observation of e+e-" e+e-% @ 1 GeV

! 

"##$X (q1,q2)%&X$##
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preliminary

extraction extraction of of --%$$%$$

is is in progressin progress
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Measurement of !(e+e-" %$) @ 1 GeV

preliminary

preliminary

background background for for $$ $$ " %" % most accurately most accurately

measured from measured from the the same same data data samplesample
[[arXivarXiv: 1107.3782]: 1107.3782]
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Search for the '"%U decay

'"%$&"%e+e(
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Study of the % " #+ #- $  decay

A.A. Contact Term, CT, due to box anomaly,Contact Term, CT, due to box anomaly,

contribution expected both in contribution expected both in --%"##$%"##$  /-/-%"###%"###

and in the and in the #### invariant mass invariant mass

B.B. the CLEO the CLEO --%"##$%"##$  /-/-%"###%"### result (2007) is result (2007) is

2-3 2-3 !! away from previous measurements away from previous measurements

••  consistent with CLEOconsistent with CLEO
•• fit fit  parameters of the parameters of the ####
         invariant mass in progress invariant mass in progress

distribution
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Conclusions

! KLOE published more than 20 papers on hadron physics: scalar
mesons studies, %/%’ dynamics and decays, hadron cross section

measurements…

! KLOE keeps on analysing the high statistics collected at DA*NE
featuring: new |F#|2 measurement with the ratio ##$/µµ$ in excellent
agreement with past results, 1st evidence of %"e+e-e+e- and $$"% at
+s=1 GeV, 1st upper limit on %U production and study of %"#+#($ decay

! KLOE-2, with the plan of > 20 fb-1 in the next 3-4 years and upgraded
detectors, will provide with opportunities in: precision study of the %/%’ 
dynamics, the search for extremely rare phenomena (dark forces, f0(980)

".!, etc…) and $$ physics (transition form factors and scalar mesons)
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KLOE and KLOE-2
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The (g-2)µ : brief status

aµ
SM = aµ

QED + aµ
had + aµ

EW

aµ
exp = (11  659  208.9  ±  6.3)  ,  10-10

aµ
exp (  aµ

SM = (26.1 ± 8.0)  ,  10-10

3.3 standard deviations
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Measurements of the !(e+e-"#+#-($))

fractional difference

btw KLOE08 and KLOE10
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DA*NE
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Spare 1
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Spare 2


